Experimental data, describing patient inter-fractional set-up errors in the clinical practice of breast radiotherapy, were exploited to simulate the performance in errors detection and correction of a constrained surface registration procedure, based on a hybrid configuration of control points (passive and laser). During 47 treatment sessions in three patients undergoing post-quadrantectomy radiotherapy, an opto-electronic localizer was used to acquire the three-dimensional coordinates of the hybrid control points, being two passive markers placed on selected skin landmarks on the sternum. Laser scanning technique was also applied for the acquisition of the 3-D surface model of the irradiated body area, which was used as reference for the automatic position correction procedure. A constrained surface registration algorithm was applied to estimate the rigid spatial transformation, describing the local errors affecting the control points. The improvement of the irradiation geometrical setup, by correcting the patient position according to the estimated spatial transformation parameters, was simulated. Results showed that the proposed surface registration method allowed us to detect and significantly (Wilcoxon signed rank analysis) reduce the initial misalignments, which exhibited overall median and 75 th percentile values equal to 4.26 mm and 5.76 mm. Simulated residual errors dropped down to median and 75 th percentile values measuring 2.95 mm and 3.87 mm, respectively. These results confirmed the high potentiality of surface registration techniques for the opto-electronic automatic patient positioning control in breast cancer radiotherapy.
Introduction
In clinical radiation therapy, patient positioning accuracy and immobility verification represent preliminary conditions to achieve an acceptable repeatability of the irradiation set-up. Conventional laser centering and casting techniques do not ensure the required efficiency (1), as they do not supply the operators with quantitative indication of the discrepancies between the current and planned patient position at the therapy unit. Uncertainties in the geometrical set-up of therapy fractions are opposed to the high accuracy potentially provided by modern CT-based treatment planning systems and by intensity modulation techniques (Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy, IMRT). The documented significant occurrence of set-up errors implies that the pathological volume (Clinical Target Volume, CTV) is enlarged with a supplementary margin of healthy tissue, in order to account for expected misalignments, organ motion effects and patient physiological (respiration) or random movements, when designing the irradiation target (Planning Target Volume, PTV) (2). This procedure is mainly due to the lack of a systematic quantitative verification of the irradiation geometrical set-up and hinders to valorize the therapeutic potentialities of sophisticated irradiation techniques. In recent years, different methods have been presented for quantitative patient positioning control in radiotherapy. Optoelectronic systems and close-range photogrammetry were used to localize in three-dimensions a limited set of control points (active or passive markers), placed on patient body surface (3-7). Patient positioning verification was performed through the real-time comparison of the current positions of control points with a corresponding reference configuration. The clinical use of opto-electronic localization systems was described in the radiotherapy of breast cancer (including optoelectronic respiratory gating) (8) and of prostate cancer (9).
Alternatively, 3-D surface registration methods (10-14) were proposed for the quantitative repositioning control of the whole irradiated body surface. This technique allows one to significantly increase the number of control points and to overcome the problems related to the accurate replacement of passive markers on patient skin landmarks (8). However, surface registration algorithms suffer from computational bulkiness and low robustness (15-17), thus hindering the real-time application required for patient position control and immobility verification.
In order to combine the accuracy and the real-time performances of opto-electronic systems with the fine control offered by 3-D body surface registration, a technique based on a hybrid configuration of control points was described (18, 19) . The concept is the synergistic use of a small number of passive markers employed as fiducial control points, enriched by a set of laser projected spots (19). This technique was applied in this work, in the frame of a retrospective study focused on the quality of patient positioning during 47 treatment sessions in three patients, undergoing postoperative radiotherapy following quadrantectomy. Experimental data were used to simulate the performance in errors detection and correction of different configurations of control points (passive and laser). Results allowed us to identify a clinically feasible protocol for the automatic patient positioning control, which was based on a distribution of surface control points, providing a reliable method for patient mispositionings detection and correction.
Materials and Methods
The technique was implemented by means of the opto-electronic localization system EL.I.TE.™ (B.T.S., Spa, Milano, Italy) (20). The system was used, at each irradiation session, to detect the 3-D positions of a set of passive markers (∅ 10 mm) placed on selected patient skin landmarks, as well as to acquire the 3-D surface model of the irradiated body area by means of laser scanning (18, 19, 21) . On this clinical dataset, laser markers positions were simulated, by calculating the intersection of virtual laser beams with the synthetic model of patient body surface. A constrained version of the Iterative Closest Point registration algorithm (17, 19) was applied for the estimation of the rigid roto-translation, which best described the displacement between the current and the reference hybrid configuration of control points. The obtained spatial transformation was used to simulate the improvement of patient position by means of the treatment unit servo-controlled movements.
Experimental Protocol and Set-up
In breast cancer irradiation, treatment geometry is normally based on two opposite tangential fields; the patient is aligned in supine position and immobilized in a personalized polyurethane cast, or in a vacuum-formed cushion, supported by a 20º-40º inclined plane ( Figure 1 The motion analyzer was installed inside the therapy bunker in a two-TV camera configuration (4) ( Figure 1 ) and was used to acquire the experimental dataset (see the Data Acquisition section). The working volume, defined by the system calibration procedure, was centered on the unit isocenter and measured 480 × 480 × 200 millimeters (width × depth × height). Markers three-dimensional coordinates were expressed in the opto-electronic system reference frame, with X, Y and Z axes coinciding with latero-lateral, cranio-caudal and antero-posterior directions, respectively. Errors in markers 3-D localization were experimentally assessed to be lower than 0.5 millimeters (8).
Data Acquisition
At each irradiation session, the opto-electronic localization system was used to collect the following data:
• after patient manual alignment, the three-dimensional coordinates of a set of 5 passive markers (localization acquisition), placed on selected skin landmarks. Two markers were positioned in correspondence of the mediosternal tattoos used for patient optical alignment; one marker was always close to the center of the irradiation field (near the nipple); the remaining two markers were placed on specific nevi and angiomas close to the upper and lower limits of the irradiation field ( Figure 2 ). According to Baroni et al. (4, 8) , two additional markers were placed on the transverse umbilical line for the implementation of the opto-electronic breathing phase detection, which provided the localization of control points unbiased from breathing and random movements effects. The acquisition time was approximately 20 seconds at 100 Hz, ensuring the sampled reconstruction of 4-5 respiratory cycles.
• at the end of the irradiation, the 3-D surface model of the irradiated body area by means of manual laser scanning (18, 21) . The scanning was performed with a low output power (0.8 mW) red laser diode (wavelength of 670 nm), after having removed the passive markers from patient, who was still lying in treatment position, in order to avoid deflections of the laser beam.
Data Processing
The experimental dataset underwent a specific processing procedure aiming at the minimization of the effects of physiological (breathing) and random movements and leading to the baseline passive markers configuration for each irradiation fraction (4, 8). The procedure consisted of averaging markers coordinates only in correspondence of specific instants of the breathing cycle (end of spontaneous expiration, EE frames), which were identified by the local minima of the breathing phase signal provided by the implemented opto-electronic breathing phase detection (4). The additional check of marker position repeatability (higher than 1 millimeter) at each considered EE frame ensured that the resulting baseline passive markers configuration, describing the representative position of the patient at the specific acquisition, was also unbiased by possible patient's random movements. Among the five passive control points, the ones placed on the skin tattoos used for manual patient alignment (Figure 2 , points 1L and 2L) were included in the hybrid control points configuration ({p j } c , with j=1, 2) as fiducial points. The remaining 3 passive markers ({v j } c , with j=1, 2, 3) were used as verification points, in order to check the quality of the position correction provided by the implemented procedure.
Opto-electronic patient surface models (see the Data Acquisition section) were obtained according to the following raw data processing steps (18, 19):
• Delaunay triangulation of data and linear interpolation in a uniform grid of 200 × 200 points in the frontal plane.
• adaptive Wiener filtering by means of 8 by 8 neighborhoods of each data point, in order to estimate the local mean and standard deviation of the surface and to eliminate high-frequency white gaussian noise.
• median filtering procedure using an 8 by 8 window for median value calculation, aiming at the minimization of breathing artifacts due to the long time necessary for data acquisition. Median filtering provides smoothing effects on the points that considerably differ from the neighbors on one hand, and contours preservation on the other.
The output of interpolation and filtering procedures consisted of the N m ×4 matrix of the homogeneous coordinates of the points {m j } c (with j=1,…N m ) describing the 3-D surface model of the irradiated body area at the current session.
Registration Algorithm
The surface registration algorithm was implemented as a constrained non-linear least-square problem, where passive markers were used as fiducial points with a pre-defined tolerance value on their 3-D relocalization. A constrained implementation (19) of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (17, 22) was used to estimate the rigid spatial transformation describing the displacements affecting the control points with respect to a reference configuration. The data acquired at the first irradiation session were chosen as the reference dataset consisting of:
• reference three-dimensional positions of the couple of passive markers located on the mediosternal line, in homogeneous coordinates: {p j } r (with j=1,2)
• reference three-dimensional positions of the three verification points, in homogeneous coordinates {v j } r (with j=1, 2, 3).
The corresponding current dataset acquired at each following irradiation session consisted of:
• the current 3-D positions of mediosternal control points, in homogeneous coordinates: {p j } c (with j=1,2)
• the surface model ({m j } c , with j=1,…N m ), which was used to simulate the current 3-D positions of 9 laser markers, in homogeneous coordinates (data shape D): {l j } c (with j=1,…,9). These were obtained by analytically intersecting appropriate laser beams (with know directions) with the current surface model. The virtual laser beams were modeled as straight lines, with configuration-specific director cosines, passing through known points of the model shape {m j } r (Figure 3 ). I.TE.™ system in a two-TV camera configuration, used for patient positioning control in breast cancer radiotherapy. The patient is positioned supine on the treatment couch, supported by a 20°-40°inclined plane (A) and immobilized in a personalized polyurethane cast or in a vacuum-formed cushion, with the ipsilateral arm lying on a specific support (B). The two CCD cameras, equipped with solid-state LEDs in the near infrared (750-820 nm), were fixed at the therapy bunker ceiling (C), pointing toward the unit isocenter. The system was used to acquire, at each irradiation session, the 3-D coordinates of a set of passive markers and, after markers removal, the surface model of the irradiated area by means of manual laser scanning techniques (see the Data Acquisition section). The dedicated electronics, placed outside the therapy bunker, provided the two-dimensional detection of markers (Motion Analyzer) and the three-dimensional reconstruction of their coordinates (Processing Unit).
Figure 2:
Passive markers disposition model for the three breast cancer patients. Markers 1L and 2L (symbols "G") were placed in correspondence of the repositioning reference points used for patient optical alignment, which were tattooed on the mediosternal reference line. Abdominal markers Ab 1 and Ab 2 , indicated by "◊" were used for the identification of patient breathing phase. Verification markers v 1 , v 2 and v 3 (represented by symbol "I" and corresponding to the region around the nipple and to the upper and lower thorax, respectively) were accurately placed on selected skin landmarks at each irradiation session.
The relocalization of the two passive mediosternal control points was set as a constraint for the surface matching ICP algorithm. The initial relocalization tolerance value (RTV) was defined as the difference between the 3-D inter-marker distance in the reference {p j } r and current {p j } c configuration (19). This value was progressively loosened (upper limit was set to 3 millimeters) in case of unsatisfactory solution of the iterative surface matching procedure involving the set of laser markers (squared residuals greater than 2 mm 2 ) (19).
The registration procedure returned the correction rototranslation parameters for the current session as a 6-dimensional vector q*:
where pitch angle Ω, roll angle Ψ, yaw angle K and the three translations (X, Y and Z) were initially set to zero. At the n th iteration, the current roto-translation parameters, described by vector q n , were used to displace the reference data according to the 4 × 4 roto-translation matrix T n (q n ) (19):
where × denotes matrix product. The corresponding points {y j } n (with j=1,…,9), belonging to the roto-translated reference model shape {m j } n (with j=1,…,N m ), were selected as the ones at minimal distance (Closest Points) with respect to the positions of current laser markers {l j } c (with j=1,…,9) (19). At each iteration, the three dimensional distance e j (q n ) between laser marker {l j } c and corresponding closest point {y j } n was computed for each laser marker: e j (q n ) = {y j } n -{l j } c (with j=1, …,9) [4]
Finally, the cost function F at the n th iteration was calculated as follows:
The roto-translation parameters were iteratively adjourned in order to calculate a minimum of cost function F with the contemporary fulfillment of the following constraint inequalities:
where operator || || denotes the 3-D vectorial norm, and df (i) represents the difference between the three-dimensional position of passive control points at the current session and their corresponding roto-translated reference coordinates [3] :
After having simulated the patient position correction with the solution parameters q* [1], the improvement in patient position was reported as the three-dimensional norm of the residuals res (j) (with j=1, 2, 3) on passive verification points v j (with j=1, 2, 3) (see Figure 2) :
Laser Beams Configuration
The sensitivity of the ICP-based surface matching procedure to the laser beams directions was specifically investigated. According to the ICP algorithm features, the potentialities in detecting and correcting patient misalignments are related to the variations of cost function F [5] (the squared sum of the 3-D distances between laser markers l j and the corresponding closest points y j belonging to the patient surface model). This depends ultimately on the fixed orientation of the laser marker generating beams with respect to patient body surface and to the local displacement direction. The highest probability to detect and correct with high efficiency patient misalignments is ensured by trading-off the number of laser markers and the variable orientations of the corresponding markers generating beams. Limits are imposed by real-time requirements versus number of laser markers and by the experimental set-up of a high number of laser beam emitters in a clinical environment. In the frame of this study, laser markers number was inherited from previous related works (18, 19) ; laser beams directions were diversified for increasing misalignments detection sensitivity. With reference to Figure 3 , laser beams Low1, Low2, Low3, Mid1 and Mid3 were set with prevalent cranio-caudal direction (director cosines along latero-lateral, cranio-caudal and anteroposterior directions were [0.0, √ -3 / 2 , 1 / 2 ]); laser beams Up1, Up2, Up3 and Mid2 were set with signficant latero-lateral direction (director cosines along latero-lateral, cranio-caudal and antero-posterior directions were [ 3 / 10 , √ -42 / 10 , 7 / 10 ]).
Experimental trials ensured the applicability of the described laser beam set-up within the radiotherapy bunker, taking in consideration breast irradiation geometry and the patient position on the treatment couch.
Results
The efficiency in detecting and correcting the patients misalignments on the set of 47 investigated irradiation sessions are reported in terms of initial and residual displacements of the three passive verification points v j (with j=1, 2, 3) (see Figures 2 and 4) .
As shown in Figure 4 , the initial median 3-D displacements for all verification markers were found to be below 5 millime-ters (4.37 mm, 3.50 mm and 4.44 mm for markers v 1 , v 2 and v 3 respectively), indicating acceptable median repositioning errors. Nevertheless, 75 th percentile of pre-correction threedimensional displacements were well above the value of 5 mm, being 5.67 mm, 5.90 mm and 5.78 mm for the nipple, the upper and the lower markers, respectively. Peak values were also considerably high (10.11 mm, 11.15 mm and 11.38 mm), thus highlighting isolated macroscopic alignment errors.
After the position correction simulation, errors affecting the verification points were significantly decreased in their median values (3.61 mm, 2.62 mm and 2.62 mm for markers v 1 , v 2 and v 3 ), 75 th percentile (4.29 mm, 3.67 mm and 3.84 mm) and peak values (6.62 mm, 7.35 mm and 5.63 mm, with a decrease of 3.49 mm, 3.80 mm and 5.75 mm, respectively). Statistical analysis (Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired data) confirmed significant 3-D displacements reductions for markers v 1 (Z=3.1006, p=0.002), v 2 (Z=2.7725, p=0.006) and v 3 (Z=4.0953, p < 10 -4 ).
Conclusions
A technique of constrained surface registration, based on passive and laser control points, was applied for patient position verification and correction in the radiotherapy of breast cancer. According to the method described by Baroni et al. (18, 19) , the hybrid configuration of control points permitted to valorize the real-time performances of opto-electronic localization systems based on passive markers, and to increase the number of control points on the irradiated body area. The chosen hybrid configuration of markers for breast cancer treatment, consisting of 2 passive control points located on patient sternum and 9 laser spots projected on the pathological breast, represented a trade off between the redundancy of positioning information and the computational cost of the constraint minimization procedure (18, 19) .
The use of hybrid registration techniques was proposed by Maurer et al. in the specific field of neurosurgical applications (23, 24) . It should be noticed that hybrid registration in neurosurgery relies on the availability of bone-implanted markers and subcutaneous surfaces (skull), resulting in a multiple geometrical features approach (23, 24). The Weighted Geometrical Feature (WGF) algorithm proposed by Maurer et al. considerably differ from our method, as for the number of surface points (200-250 skin surface and 75-100 cranial surface points) and the use of constraints in the minimization process (refer to the Registration Algorithm section for details). Furthermore, breast deformations hinder to correlate directly the residuals on control points to the three-dimensional relocalization of the internal target (23, 24).
The data processing procedure performed on the acquired data (see the Data Processing section) was meant to minimize the effects of physiological (breathing) and random movements on patient localization error, in order to examine the performance of the constrained surface registration algorithm in correcting pure set-up errors. The detection of the breathing phase signal (opto-electronic respiratory gating) and the surface data filtering procedure allowed simulating the acquisition of control points coordinates in repeatable instants of patient breathing cycle. It must be considered that the computational cost required by the implemented iterative algorithm, as described in a previous work (19), is certainly suitable for correcting patient position at the therapy unit according to the time employed by technicians for the irradiation session arrangement. Further code optimization (15, 19, 25, 26) could lead to a short-term application of constrained registration techniques, with a computational time compatible with patient positioning control gated to the breathing phase.
The influence of laser beams directions on the registration procedure outcomes was investigated, aiming to define a configuration of laser markers ensuring the optimization of mispositionings detection and the clinical applicability of the experimental set-up. The adopted laser beams configuration was built up with two laser grids, having prevalent craniocaudal direction and significant latero-lateral orientation respectively, in order to optimize the correction of repositioning errors along axes X (latero-lateral) and Y (cranio- caudal). It should be noted that the optimization of the laser beams orientation is strictly dependent on the considered anatomical district configuration and should be performed taking into account patient morphology. In this frame, the described method could be exploited for a preliminary optimization process of the hybrid configuration on the specific patient. Surface model would be obtained from the CT scans used for treatment planning and simulation activities for detecting and correcting a realistic clinical database of set-up errors would be performed by means of different hybrid configurations and laser beams orientations.
The implemented constrained registration algorithm led to a statistically significant reduction (Wilcoxon signed rank test) of the 3-D displacements on verification markers, located around the nipple and in correspondence of the upper and lower limits of the irradiation field. This confirmed the high potentiality of constrained surface registration techniques for patient positioning control, as a way to increase the overall quality of the geometrical irradiation set-up in the frame of a fully automatic clinical procedure, with a required operator intervention only for the location of the two passive markers on the sternum. The 3-D residual (After correction) displacements are comparable with the ones obtained on subject 2 (9 experimental repositioning procedures) by Baroni et al. for the ICP algorithm (19), although they reported peak residuals lower than 5 millimeters. It should be noticed that breast modifications due to irradiation (we examined a 3 patient dataset encompassing 47 treatment sessions) might negatively affect patient positioning accuracy, accounting for the increase in peak 3-D displacements.
It is worth stressing that the presented results were obtained by evaluating the control points coordinates at repeatable end-expiration frames (see the Data Processing section). A previous clinical trial on breast cancer patients (8) demonstrated that breathing motion is expected to affect the 3-D displacements on surface markers with 3.5 mm uncertainty. As a consequence, the use of respiratory gating techniques may play a decisive role, in order to ensure acceptable values for patient positioning accuracy throughout the irradiation.
Although the use of laser markers significantly increase the number of control points, in order to account for morphological changes of the irradiated area in patient positioning control, a preliminary condition for an effective improvement of the irradiation treatment quality is represented by the definition of geometrical relationships between the external references and the internal treatment volumes (target volume, organs at risk). In conventional clinical practice the CT scan acquisitions performed for treatment planning represent the reference configuration data of the internal organs anatomy, supposing that there are no significant alterations of the relationships between the PTV volume and the skin references coordinates. In the frame of breast irradiation, where the target volume is represented by the entire breast, the non-invasive repeated laser scanning acquisitions of breast models over the course of treatment (see the Data Processing section) is put forward as a way to detect significant morphological changes with respect to the CT-based reference model, providing indication for a new treatment plan (18, 19) .
